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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3235979A1] A release apparatus for doors of vehicles, such as vans, trucks, heavy goods vehicles, articulated trucks, trailers, and the
like, which comprises a base (2), which can be anchored stably to the door, and a handle assembly (3), which has at least one main plate (4)
that is associated with means for fixing to a rod (A); in turn, the rod (A) can be coupled rotatably to the door and supports at least one respective
unit for anchoring to the frame of the vehicle; the handle assembly (3) is able to rotate with respect to the base (2) between at least one locking
configuration, in which the unit can engage even indirectly the frame of the vehicle, and at least one release configuration, in which the unit is in any
case disengaged from the frame of the vehicle, in order to allow the rotation of the door; the means comprise a lip (6) that is adjacent and integral
with the plate (4); the lip (6) is partially rolled up onto itself so as to define an insertion seat (7) for the rod (A); the lip (6) is further coupled to the
plate (4) by means of at least one permanent connection element (9), of the type of a rivet, a nail, and the like.
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